
HOW TO WRITE A RESUME INFO GRAPHIC EXAMPLES

A list of 20 handpicked examples of stunning infographic resumes that will make the perfect first impression on any
hiring manager and inspire you to create your .

An infographic resume differs from traditional resume styles in that it uses graphic design elements. Think
About The Role and The Industry How much or little text you use will depend on the industry and the type of
job that you are applying for. Sometimes the smallest changes can make all the difference. The competition for
these jobs is fierce and she believes that a cleverly-designed infographic resume can get you the attention of
the right people. Different fonts have different personalities. Full of colorful data visualizations in the form of
graphs and timelines, this infographic resume is unique in its ability to communicate a ton of information
through visuals in just a few seconds. You will still need a strong traditional resume for certain situations.
Related Post. As a job seeker, your resume has to be able to do the same thing in order to land you more
interviews. Is it the thing that you want to draw attention to? Make readability your number one priority, and
avoid using any outlandish or highly-stylized fonts. In addition to design, an infographic resume allows you to
showcase your skills in marketing, branding, writing, presentation, and social media. Visualize your interests
and skills using charts An infographic resume gives you the opportunity to present your qualifications in a
visually engaging way. Get Noticed with Your Own Infographic Resume If you work in a creative field or
creativity is one of your strengths, you should seriously consider designing an infographic resume. An
infographic resume is a creative resume that is meant to engage the hiring manager, and ultimately get you an
interview. Your resume should still be succinct and easy to read. Infographic resumes are great for job seekers
in a creative industry or profession. If done right, this approach can endear you to more than one recruiter out
there. All resumes used with permission from their authors. Her clients are looking for creative people and the
infographic resume becomes another work sample. While some applicants might be concerned with coming
across as immature in the excessive use of color and illustrations, this candidate struck just the right chord
with this playful yet attractive design.


